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Early Career Framework (ECF)

What is the ECF?
In 2019, the DfE created the Teacher Recruitment and Retention Strategy setting out their vision
to make sure careers in teaching are attractive, rewarding and sustainable. Their approach is
focused around four priorities, identified through their in-depth and wide-ranging conversations
with the teaching profession.

One challenge they outlined is that teachers at the start of their careers don’t always get the
support they need to build a successful career, and at the moment, too many end up leaving.
Therefore, the DfE has committed to transforming support for early career teachers (ECT).

The ECF is an evidence-informed framework which was
developed by education experts and published in January 2019.

Teachers develop a firm knowledge base and then apply it to their
classroom practice.

It is an entitlement to support and training, not an assessment
framework.
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What it
looks like:
Example of one strand
All strands follow the same "learn that" "learn how" model

Learn that...
Teachers have the ability to affect and improve the

1.

4.

wellbeing, motivation and behaviour or their pupils.

Setting clear expectations can help
communicate shared values that improve
classroom and school culture.

2.

Teachers are key role modelsm who can influence
the attitudes, values and behaviours of their pupils.

5.

A culture of mutual trust and respect
supports effective relationships.

3.

Teacher expectations can affect pubil outcomes;
setting goals that challenge and stretch pupils is
essential.

6.

High-quality teaching has a long-term
positive effect on oupils’ life chances,
particularly for childern from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

Learn how to...
Communicate a belief in the academic potential of

Demonstrate consitently high behavioural

all pupils by:

expectations, by:

• Using intentional and consistent language that

• Creating a culture of respect and trust in the

promotes challenge and aspiration.

classroom that supports all pupils to succeed
(e.g. by modelling the types of courteous

• Setting task that stretch pupils, but which are

behaviour expected of pupils).

achievable, within a challenging curriculum.
• Teaching and rigorously maintaining clear
• Creating a positive environment where making
mistakes and learning from them and the need for

behavioural expectations (e.g. contributions,
volume level and concentration).

effort and perserverance are part of the daily routine.
• Seeking opportunities to engage parents and carers
in the education of their children (e.g. proactively
highlighting successes).
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Programme
Overview:
ECT
Year 1

HALF TERM 1

HALF TERM 2

INDUCTION ECT
CONFERENCE 1

HALF TERM 3

HALF TERM 5

HALF TERM 6

ECT CONFERENCE 2

ECT CLINIC 1

Year 2

HALF TERM 4

ECT CLINIC 2

ECT CLINIC 3

ECT CONFERENCE 3

ECT CLINIC4

ECT CLINIC 5

ECT CLINIC 6

Mentor
HALF TERM 2

HALF TERM 3

HALF TERM 4

HALF TERM 5

INDUCTION MENTOR
CONFERENCE 1

HALF TERM 6
MENTOR
CONFERENCE 2

MENTOR CLINIC 1
COACH-ON-COACH 1

MENTOR CLINIC 2
COACH-ON-COACH 2

Year 2

Year 1

HALF TERM 1

MENTOR CLINIC 3
COACH-ON-COACH 3

Weekly Instructional Coaching between teacher and mentor
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ECTs/Mentors 2022 cohort
ECT Year 1
Attend 1 of each event at the most convenient date / location

Conferences Year 1
Conference 1

9am - 3.30pm

Tuesday 6th September - Venue TBC
Wednesday 7th September - Venue TBC
Thursday 8th September - Venue TBC
Friday 9th September - Venue TBC

Conference 2

9am - 3.30pm

Tuesday 17th January - Venue TBC
Wednesday 18th January - Venue TBC
Thursday 19th January - Venue TBC
Friday 20th January - Venue TBC

Clinics Year 1
Clinic 1

4 - 5pm

Tuesday 8th November - Online
Wednesday 9th November - Online
Thursday 10th November - Online

Clinic 2

4 - 5pm

Tuesday 14th March - Online
Wednesday 15th March - Online
Thursday 16th March - Online

Clinic 3

4 - 5pm

Tuesday 13th June- Online
Wednesday 14th June- Online
Thursday 15th June- Online

Mentor Year 1
Attend 1 of each event at the most convenient date / location

Conferences Year 1

Induction
Conference

9am - 3.30pm

Thursday 23rd June - Venue TBC
Monday 7th July - Venue TBC
Tuesday6th September- Venue TBC
Wednesday 7th September - Venue TBC
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Mentor Year 1
Attend 1 of each event at the most convenient date / location

Clinic Year 1
Clinic 1

4 - 5pm

Tuesday 15th November - Online
Wednesday 16th November - Online
Thursday 17th November - Online

Clinic 2

4 - 5pm

Tuesday 21st March - Online
Wednesday 22th March - Online
Thursday 23rd March - Online

ECTs/Mentors 2021 cohort

ECT Year 2
Attend 1 of each event at the most convenient date / location

Conference Year 2
Clinic 1

4 - 5pm

Tuesday, 13 September - Venue TBC
Wednesday, 14 September - Venue TBC
Thursday, 15 September - Venue TBC
Friday, 16 September - Venue TBC

Clinic 1

4 - 5pm

Tuesday, 6 December- Online
Wednesday, 7 December- Online
Thursday, 8 December- Online

Clinic 2

4 - 5pm

Monday, 7 February- Online
Tuesday, 8 February- Online
Wednesday, 9 February- Online

Clinic 3

4 - 5pm

Monday, 15 May- Online
Tuesday,16 May- Online
Thursday, 18 May- Online

Clinics Year 2

Mentor Year 2
Attend 1 of each event at the most convenient date / location

Conference Year 2
Clinic 1

4 - 5pm

Monday, 30th January - Online
Tuesday, 21st January - Online
Wednesday, 1st February- Online
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Example models
of support
1

The most common model of support
used in schools is one induction
co-ordinator or ECF lead who
oversees one or more mentors.
Each mentor would then oversee
one ECT each.

2

3

In some schools and trusts there
is one induction coordinator who
oversees a mentor. The mentor
can then oversee multiple ECTs
where their timetable allows.

In some smaller schools the Induction
coordinator and the mentor may be the
same person, usually a senior member
of staff. They would then take on both
mentor and induction coordinator
responsibilities for the ECT.
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The role of the mentor
The role of the mentor is critical to the success of the ECT and plays a significant role in their
development over the two year programme. The mentor is required to meet weekly with the ECT
for around 45 minutes. In this meeting there will be time to go through instructional coaching as
well as looking at other more school specific tasks that might need to be completed that week.
Mentors will also need to observe their ECT for 15 minutes each week, though this can be filmed
in order to protect the mentor’s class time. It is advised that the 45 minute meeting each week is
scheduled at the same time each week, and where possible, planned into the mentor and ECTs
timetable.
Weekly meetings with ECT
15 minute weekly drop ins to ECT class
Use StepLab to feedback to and monitor ECT progress through the programme
Attend Conferences and Clinics
1-1 development from either Visiting Fellow or Induction co-ordinator

Make time for ECT and mentor development
Developing teachers, particually ones new to the profession takes time. Ideally mentors and ECTs
will have a regualr scheduled slot to meet each week, this should be for between 45 minutes to an
hour. Set a regualr agenda for this slot so ECTs and mentors know what is coming and can make
the most of this time.
Mentors and ECTs will also be required to attend training, at LRTSHub we have ensured that there
are multiple options for each training event to minimise disruption and cover in schools.
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Think about how it can work for your school
We understand that your best mentor may not be in the same subject or phase as your new ECT.
If you can provide your ECT with excellent mentoring and need some subject specific guidance,
the hub is able to offer our subject experts free of charge to work with either mentor
or ECT. We know that there is more to school life than what is covered on the ECF so timetable in
with your ECT when to practice things like parents evenings or inset days.

“It is so vital that a teacher's first

“The evidence-based resources have

experience of being a teacher is a positive,
supportive experience and we have found
this is exactly the experience we're
receiving.

helped to develop my own understanding
and have been a good source to develop
CPD for others in my Trust.

”

”

“I have refreshed my own practice and

“I think the programme is very good, it

have enjoyed sharing how I use that with
ECT's. Making it real for them with the
mistakes I have made and funny
experiences, and how to regain control!

creates a level playing field which is
so needed and much lacking up to now.

”

”
“

“We know if we invest our time in our

ECT's we are investing in our
children which is a driver for our school.

My Visiting Fellows are lovely, and it
is clear they are excellent at what they do.

”

“The opportunity to have SEND specific training was beyond useful, I have learnt a lot just
from that on day. Furthermore, it was nice to be in an environments (even if it was online)
where I could hear from other SEND trainees who can share similar experiences and
difficulties. The team that presented and lead the training day were very professional and
approachable with good knowledge and ideas.

”
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StepLab
StepLab is your one stop shop to manage your ECTs progress, observing, feeding back and
setting action steps on this platform. ECTs will also conduct their weekly study modules through
this platform.
StepLab is designed to be easy to navigate - but for help and ‘how to’s’ you can visit the support
page from your home screen.

From there you simply need to select who you are and options will open up so you can choose
what you would like support with.
In StepLab:
Mentors = Coach
ECT = Learner
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“

Keep to your context. There are times where your
individual context has to be taken into account and
that you are looking for the expectations that your
school would want to see upheld (for example, we
use the term SHAPE to establish expectations). Whilst
not in Steplab, it encompasses many of the concepts
and so you have to adapt a little.

”

“

I find the program really clear and well structured
and, even though the targets are a little prescriptive
to a degree, I notice that they are really effective in
improving the ECTs practice in manageable steps as
this is easily observable in the follow up
observation.

”

Each week mentors will observe their ECT for 15 minutes and record it on step lab.

Once you have completed the observe and select section, you then follow the same process in
the ‘feedback’ section in order to complete your weekly cycle.
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The Induction Coordinator and
Appropriate Body Services
While the ECF is not an assessment framework, your ECTs will need to be registered with
an Appropriate Body in order for them to formally complete their ECT years and achieve full
qualified teacher status.
We are committed to providing a highly-skilled, central point of contact for all schools and
ECTs led by a team of dedicated ECT specialists and senior leaders with years of experience
operating as an Appropriate Body. This will be a standardised approach across the
region that is consistent, yet personalised, to meet the needs of all schools and their ECTs.
Independent quality assurance of the Early Career Teacher induction & entitlements,
September 2022
Expert advice and training for Headteachers and ECF Induction Tutors in all school settings.
Fair and consistent assessment against the Teachers’ Standards across all institutions.
Streamlined processes for monitoring Professional Progress Reviews & Formal Assessments
through ECT Manager.
Transition support for ECTs moving to a new AB, school, or changing the length of induction. All
registrations and reporting to the Teacher Regulation Agency. Use of ECT Manager online portal
(previously known as NQT Manager), streamlining processes and reducing workload.

Induction coordinators/ECF lead responsibilities:
• Over see the ECF programme in school.
• Ensure ECTs have everything they need to be successful.
• 1-1 coaching with mentors in school
• Complete ECTs termly progress reports
• Report any concerns to the Appropriate Body.
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Appropriate Body Costings
for the two year programme:
Full induction programme - Ambition Institute
£210 or £70 per term per ECT
Services and support:
• Independent quality assurance or the Early Career Teacher induction and entitlements,
September 2022.
• Expert advice and training for Headteachers and ECF induction coordinators in all school
settings.
• Fair and consistent assessment against the Teachers Standards across all institutions.
• Progress Reviews and Formal Assessments through ECT manager.
• Transition support for ECTs moving to a new school or changing the length of induction.
• All registrations and reporting to the Teacher Regulation Agency.
• Advice and signposting to additional support if an ECT is at risk of not meeting assessment point
requirements.
• Use of ECT manager online portal, streamlining the process and reducing workload.

Early Career Framework (ECF)

Get ECF ready

Register your ECT with the DfE (you will need their Date of birth and TRN).

Register your ECT with an Appropriate Body.

Set up your ECT up on ECT manager.

‘On board’ on Step lab with Ambition Institute and link your ECT and
mentor.

Ensure that the mentor and ECT have protected time to meet weekly.

Look out for your monthly bulletins from the Hub - check that we are on
your safe sender list.

Mentors and ECTs attend their first conferences.
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